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THE DATA QUALITY 
PROBLEM

Bad data is a  
Customer Experience killer

Customer Experience (CX) will 
overtake price and product quality 
as the key brand differentiator for 
consumers1. With CX on the rise, it is 
imperative that data be used to gain a 
clear understanding of your customers 
to ensure interactions and experience 
are consistent, meaningful, accurate, 
and even exceptional. Poor data 
quality management does not go 
unnoticed by your customers. Today, 
we are in the ‘Age of the Customer’ 
where the customer is in control of the 
information they want, when they want 
it and through the channel of their 
choice. Customers want personalized 
communications with a seamless 
end-to-end experience, rather than 
�vÛ��v��Àv��®È���v®��Ë®�Ë¨ï¨¨���
communication journey. Only when 
such an experience is offered as 
standard for every transaction will 
an organization be able to retain the 
customer’s loyalty.  
 
1source: VisionCritical 

 
“Using data to create a personalized 
customer experience is what many 
marketers refer to as the holy grail for 
marketing” - EMARKETER

Compliance requirements  
are on the rise

Increasingly stringent regulation 
means businesses have to innovate 
and compete with demanding business 
mandates while maintaining regulatory 
compliance.Unless organizations 
want to run the risk of only keeping a 
fraction of their customers, they  must 
ensure that regulatory compliance, 
particularly around data protection, 
is a key element of their customer 
experience strategy. This goes beyond 
how they store and secure data, 
encompassing how they share, use 
and give customers access to and 
control over it. As well as ensuring 
compliance, businesses must also 
be able to demonstrate how they 
are doing so, in order to reassure 
current and future customers. GDPR 
in particular has gained attention 
since its implementation date in 2018. 
Leading organization see the risk, 
but they also see an opportunity to 
differentiate themselves as companies 
who care and respect their consumer’s 
data privacy rights.  

 
“GDPR compliance is not possible 
without quality data, data 
management practices and the 
advanced capabilities to curate it”  
 - FORBES

Business desire to treat information 
as a strategic asset

Data is a critical resource for 
organizations. As industries become 
increasingly commoditized, data – and 
the way in which it is used – can be 
a huge differentiator for a business. 
This leads to a strong desire to treat 
information as a strategic asset and 
leverage those assets appropriately 
to optimize operations and improve 
analytics. The right data has the 
potential to provide tremendous 
value for the business. From targeting 
customers with perfectly tailored and 
personalized offerings; to analyzing 
interactions with the business to 
improve the customer experience 
and provide a smoother customer 
journey; to predicting the next trends 
in customer behaviour and shifting 
business strategy and tactics to take 
maximum advantage. 

source: VisionCritical 

 
“Poor data quality is the #1 barrier to 
business intelligence and analytics 
success” - INFORMATION WEEK

CUSTOMER  
EXPERIENCE COMPLIANCE STRATEGIC  
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Data Quality Impacts Across Your Organization 
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Problem: Financial services and Insurance organizations are continually required to 
adhere to more stringent measures in how they on-board and manage new and existing 
customers.  Regulations includes anti-terrorism laws and money laundering rules as 
well as consumer data protection and privacy regulations. Failure to follow legislation 
vâ��vÛ��Ã��®�ï�v®È��³®Ã�¿Ë�®��Ã��³À�È����ËÃ�®�ÃÃƛ�S��À���Ã®ƺÈ�³®¨â�È���À�Ã§�³��ï®v®��v¨�
penalties or other sanctions from regulatory bodies, a highly publicized failure to abide by 
regulations will have damaging repercussions for consumer trust in a business.  
 
Solution: Data Quality to Ensure Compliance & Risk Reduction.  
A single customer view is an excellent base on which to build an entirely automatic 
approval process or insert manual intervention to answer SARs in a timely and 
comprehensive fashion, and report on the activity to interested parties. A single 
customer view is also particularly helpful when you need to check new and existing 
clients against sanction lists, and to speed the customer onboarding process. Not only 
reducing risk but improve customer satisfaction as well. 

Problem: Data- and Analytics leaders are held to account for information that supports 
a landscape of changing business processes. Failure to understand data correctly may 
create consequences that, at best, will disrupt business operations and, at worst, could 
critically damage customer trust and the business itself. 

Solution: Data Quality for Accurate Insights & Analytics 
Clean, consistent and enriched data supports the ability to harmonize data across one or 
more sources to enable a complete view of the data for accurate and advanced analytics 
to ultimately drive sound business decisions. 

Problem:  
Bad data that resides in multiple IT systems across a companies data center stands in the 
way of projects like data management implementation, data migration due to mergers, 
acquisitions, global implementations or system consolidation and data integration. 
IÀ³�¨�Ã�¨�§��½³³À��vÈv�¿Ëv¨�Èâ�v®��È�����í�Ë¨Èâ�³���áÈÀv�È�®���vÈv��À³�Ë¨È�½¨��
different databases causes projects to go over budget or fall behind on schedule.

Solution: Data Quality for Optimal  
Operations Consolidate data from multiple existing data sources into the Single Customer 
View. Next action is to standardise, transform, cleanse data into trusted information. 
Combining a single customer view with integrated enrichment services, gives you real-
time access to relevant and actual customer information, enabling you to make better 
�ËÃ�®�ÃÃ�����Ã�³®Ã�v®��Ã��®�ï�v®È¨â��½À³Û��â³ËÀ�³½�ÀvÈ�³®v¨��í���®�âƛ
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“40% OF ALL BUSINESS INITIATIVES FAIL DUE TO POOR DATA QUALITY”  

-  GARTNER RESEARCH



MAKE BETTER BUSINESS DECISIONS
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accurate data. 
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Standardize, transform, cleanse, and enrich data into high quality trusted information
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LET’S DISCUSS! 
 
We love a challenge. If your department or 
organization is grappling with data related 
issues and would like to know more on how 
you could overcome these hurdles simply 
drop us a note and we’ll happily share our 
thoughts: info@humaninference.com

© Human Inference  
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+31 (0)26 3550 655
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Problem:  
Data-driven marketing is no longer a trend, it is a expectation. Any company running 
�v½v��®Ã�Üv®ÈÃ�È³��vÛ���í���®È�ÈvÀ��È��À³Ë½�Ã���®ÈvÈ�³®Ɯ�Ã³³È��½À³��ÃÃ�Ã�
and high conversion rates. Without reliable data across all data sources, building the 
campaign will be tedious and the results of any campaign will not be what was expected. 
Not getting the right message across to the relevant customers, will cost the company 
money and will dissatisfy customers and prospects.

Solution: Data Quality for Effective Marketing
:³�vÀ§�È�®���v½v��®�Ü�¨¨�ÃË������Ü�È�³ËÈ�À�¨�v�¨���vÈvƛ�O³�È���ïÀÃÈ�ÃÈ�½�Ü�¨¨����
to make sure that the data are cleansed. Without an accurate and complete view of 
the customers and prospects, organizations will struggle to understand preferences, 
tailor communication, respond to customer needs quickly and ultimately optimize the 
customer’s experience. The challenge is to put data at the center of an organization’s 
customer experience technology ecosystem to fully leverage data as a strategic business 
asset.

MARKETING 
OWNERS


